
Warnings, Forecasts and Predictions
Dr Vernon Coleman’s track record of

spotting health dangers is second to none. Since the 1970s, when his �rst two ground breaking

books (The Medicine Men and Paper Doctors) were published, Dr Coleman has been gaining

friends among patients and enemies among doctors and drug companies.

In The Medicine Men (1975), Vernon Coleman drew attention to the dangerously close

relationship between the medical establishment and the pharmaceutical industry. In Paper

Doctors (1977) he argued that most medical research is done for the bene�t of researchers (and

drug companies) and that the money would be better spent on using the information we already

have and encouraging the public to avoid known health hazards.

Vernon Coleman, a Sunday Times bestselling author, is one of the few medically quali�ed

authors writing on medical matters without bias and without any professional or commercial

commitments or allegiances. 

His honesty has made him many enemies among the medical establishment and the

establishment’s commercial alliances. His predictions, forecasts and warnings have often been

made years (and, in many cases, decades) before anyone else has unearthed and understood the

evidence or had the courage to speak out. In addition, in many of his medical books and

thousands of newspaper and magazine articles he has drawn attention to the dangers of using

speci�c over the counter and prescription drugs.

There are hundreds of other articles on health, politics and animal issues



on www.vernoncoleman.com [1] .
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Which is Of�cially More Dangerous: Covid-19 or the Flu?Which is Of�cially More Dangerous: Covid-19 or the Flu?
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Why I Think Media Doctor Amir Khan is Wrong about VaccinesWhy I Think Media Doctor Amir Khan is Wrong about Vaccines
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Shocking News Regarding the PCR TestShocking News Regarding the PCR Test
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Award Winning SanctimoniousnessAward Winning Sanctimoniousness

We tried to enter a church belonging to the Church of England the other day but found this notice on

the door:

21st March 2021

UPDATED - How Many People Are the Vaccines Killing?UPDATED - How Many People Are the Vaccines Killing?

No one knows how many people the vaccines are killing – or how many they will kill.

19th March 2021

We’re Fighting a Propaganda WarWe’re Fighting a Propaganda War

On one side are those of us �ghting to share the truth, expose the lies of the Great Deceivers, and

defend and protect the lives of the frail, the disabled, the very young, the aged and the vulnerable.

19th March 2021

Vernon Coleman’s New Book ‘Endgame – the Hidden Agenda 21’Vernon Coleman’s New Book ‘Endgame – the Hidden Agenda 21’

This is not a history book; it is a future book; it is a book of predictions and conclusions.
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There was much excitement among the easily excited (and fairly ignorant) when American billionaire
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16th March 2021

Whose Jobs Will Robots Take?Whose Jobs Will Robots Take?

It is a myth, enthusiastically accepted, supported and promoted by the intellectual classes, that the

only people whose lives are threatened by robots are blue collar workers.
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Covid-19� The Greatest Hoax in HistoryCovid-19� The Greatest Hoax in History

The startling truth behind the planned world takeover.
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UPDATED: Proof That Face Masks Do More Harm Than GoodUPDATED: Proof That Face Masks Do More Harm Than Good

This short monograph contains conclusive proof that face masks do more harm than good.
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